
 

 

Personal, Social & Emotional 
 Celebrations 

Easter 

We have uploaded two lovely eBooks, both with 

an Easter theme, to encourage discussion about 

this Christian celebration and how people mark 

the occasion. Please share the stories with your 

child – they are colourful and engaging! 

Acknowledge that the holidays this year are a 

little bit different so people could be 

celebrating in other ways – your family included. 

 

Jewish Passover  

Passover will begin in the evening of Wednesday 

8th April. We have uploaded ‘How Passover is 

celebrated’ for you to share with your child. If 

you are celebrating, we would love you to share 

some of your photos on Tapestry. 

 

 Story time with Mr Hall  

As we are missing our assembly time with Mr 

Hall, he has kindly uploaded videos to the 

school website so he can continue to share 

stories with everyone. They are sure to 

entertain!  
 

Physical Development 

 
 Cutting skills – use of scissors 

While making some crafts or Easter cards (linked 

to Expressive Arts and Design), encourage the 

good use of scissors. Model how to hold them, 

remind your child to turn the object they are 

cutting and experiment with different textures, 

thickness, etc. to really get those muscles 

developing. 

 

 Baking/making treats 

Easter is a time when people have sweet treats; 

maybe you could follow a recipe to make hot 

cross buns, cupcakes or Easter nests. We would 

love to see pictures of what you have made on 

Tapestry. 

 

 Jessica’s ‘Hip Hop’ dance video 

A new video, following an Easter theme, has been 

uploaded onto our e-learning. We have loved 

hearing the children talking about Jessica’s 

videos and we are pleased to hear so many of you 

have been joining in too! 

Understanding the World 
 Looking after living things 

Following on from our learning about parts of a 

plant and where fruit and vegetables grow, you 

could do some gardening together (planting new 

seeds/bulbs, picking up the weeds, mowing the 

lawn, etc.) or tend to flowers and plants in the 

house – e.g. checking the soil to see if it needs 

watered, cutting the stems of the flowers, 

adding fresh water, putting them into a clean 

vase, etc. 

 
Expressive Arts & Design 

 
 Making a basket 

Using materials found around the house, such as 

cardboard boxes, old pieces of materials, etc. 

try to make a basket ready for any Easter hunts 

at the weekend. 

 

 Crafting for Easter & Passover 

We have uploaded a few suggestions of things 

you could create/make/paint together at home. 

Be sure to show us some of the creations! 

 

 

 
 

 

Mathematical Development 
 Patterns 

While drawing pictures or by using objects from 

around the house, ask your child to make a 

repeating pattern, for example, using two colours 

or two objects, such as yellow, green, yellow, 

green or spoon, fork, fork, spoon, etc. You can 

extend this for your child by encouraging a 

repeating pattern of 3 or more. 

 Easter hunt 
If you are having an Easter hunt in your house or 

garden, be sure to incorporate lots of counting. 

Encourage questioning and use of vocabulary 

such as what’s the total, how many altogether, 

who has the most/least, etc.  

Literacy 
 

 Key word   

The new key word for this week is ‘we’.  

Can you find it in your bedtime story; tell me a 

silly sentence with this word in it; have a go at 

writing a sentence including this word, etc.  

 

 Words beginning with… 

Easter begins with ‘e’ (letter name) and Passover 

begins with ‘p’ (letter sound). Try to make a list 

of all the words you know that begin with these 

letters. Count how many are on your list at the 

end. 
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Reception 

Communication and Language 

 
 Making up a story/Story telling 

Ask your child to choose either a bunny or a chick 

and make up their own story. Remind them to think 

about the setting (where the story happens), the 

sequence of the story - a beginning, middle and end 

- and are there any other characters involved too? 

You could use the eBooks (mentioned in Personal, 

Social & Emotional) as inspiration for them. Maybe 

you could record their story telling and upload it to 

Tapestry – we would love to listen to them! 
 


